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Event Report

Amity ACM Student Chapter organised the Expert Talk by Prof. (Dr.) David G. Stork, Fellow and Inventor, Rambus Lab, Silicon Valley, California, USA as a part of 6th Distinguished Lecture Series. The event was coordinated in the E-2 auditorium on September 8, 2016.

After the delivery of the welcome speech by Prof. (Dr.) Abhay Bansal, Joint Acting Head ASET and HoD CSE, Prof. (Dr.) David G. Stork delivered his presentation on the topic "Computational sensing and imaging: using for computing and computing devices."

In his presentation, Prof. (Dr.) Stork emphasised on the various aspects of the topic ranging from the history to present day and the future potential developments. He also answered the questions raised by the students after the lecture. This session registered a great enthusiasm.

Prof. (Dr.) Stork was conferred with the Honorary professorship at Amity University, Uttar Pradesh. In his acceptance speech, he thanked Amity University for the honour and hoped for the refined future collaborations.

Post this, a vote of thanks was given by Ms. Shruti Gupta. The event was followed by a Hi-tea and Amity Campus visit for Prof. (Dr.) Stork in the company of Prof. (Dr.) Abhay Bansal, Joint Acting Head ASET and HoD CSE.
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